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A cold wind whips across the fields, carrying the scent of 
snow from the mountains, driving animals into their 
burrows, and causing bare tress to dance in the harsh light 
of a winter noon. Winter may be a harsh, unforgiving time, 
but there is also a beauty to be found in the starkness of 
the season.  

Take some time to explore your surroundings. Study how 
sunlight glitters on early morning frost and porch lights cut 
through the blanket of fog which winter pulls over itself at 
night. Arrange layers of clothing and cold weather gear to 
create contrasting lines and patterns of color, then take a 
portrait that expresses humankind’s effort to survive in the 
face of the elements. Capture a photo in which the only 
color is a cold blue sky with sharp, dark subjects 

silhouetted against it so darkly they appear to be rendered 
in black and white.  

Remember that colors can impact our perception of how 
warm or cool a scene is. Shades of blue, violet, green, and 
brown often give a scene a cooling sensation. You may also 
create an impression of cold by emphasizing darker color 
tones or pairing cool colors with stark white. Desaturation 
can also cool a scene, even if it contains a lot of 
traditionally bright colors.  

Whether you are photographing the natural world, people, 
or human creations, look for opportunities to emphasize 
the loneliness, chill temperatures, and isolation of this 
season. 

In the Bleak Mid-Winter
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Consider taking photos during the Golden Hour 
immediately after sunrise or before sunset, when the light is 
tinted with a soft yellow hue that shifts further and further 
towards red as the sun sinks lower in the atmosphere. This 
color shift is caused by the light passing through additional 
miles of atmosphere as it approaches the horizon.  

While red, gold, and yellow are more traditionally 
associated with warming sensations, the contrast between 
the soft golden light and deep shadows, dark subjects, or 
white snow will create a chilly sensation. Such a pairing will 
also tend to bring out the subtle blue tones which hide 
deep within snow.  

If you don’t have snow, or even cold weather, you could 
focus on capturing photos which pair hard lines with soft 
focus to emphasize the sharpness of the lines. Thorny vines 
and dead plants bring their own chilling sensation to many 
scenes.  

As previously mentioned, desaturating a photo so the 
colors appear drained away, perhaps even so faint that 
they add only a hint of life to an otherwise gray scene, can 
go a long way to creating a sensation of cold.  
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Devoting a significant portion of your photo to a foreground 
or background that has been rendered blurry by depth of 
field can create a cold, even lonely sensation. This should be 
carefully pared with a well-composed, sharp subject and 
cooling colors or shades of gray, as both blurriness and 
sharpness can create an impression of heat as much as cold. 
The goal is to make your viewer feel physically or emotionally 
cold. This isn’t always the same as instilling sadness, but it is 
undeniable that a melancholy scene is more likely to feel cold 
than a happy one. 
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As you set about taking photos which capture 
the bleak sensation of mid-winter, remember 
that you should: 

1. Find subjects which feel cold, isolated, or 
mysterious.  

2. Use a cool or desaturated color palette. 

3. Include blur, fog, or other obscuring 
elements to further isolate your subjects.  

4. Experiment with exposure to find a good 
blend of oppressive brightness, isolating 
darkness, and melancholy mid-tones.  

5. Use layers of clothing, framing, fog, or 
focus to create a strong sense of depth.

Challenges
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We often talk about leading lines, paths, and contrasting 
diagonal lines in photography, but the natural world rarely 
creates perfectly straight lines. 

From meandering streams to windblown tree trunks to the 
curves of the human face, nature is filled with curves, zig-
zags, and tangles of broken lines.  

Step away from the rigid lines and schedules of the human 
world and turn your eyes upon the meandering journeys of 
butterflies in flight, the spiraling paths of sparks dancing in 
the breeze, or the jagged edges of plant leaves. You may 
need to look close and pay careful attention to break the 
habit of rigidly following straight paths. 

Escape from Straight Lines
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Searching for organic shapes which defy straight lines can 
lead you to some unexpected situations. I captured this photo 
while laying on the floor of a botanical garden greenhouse, 
aiming my camera upwards along the length of a dangling 
vine covered with yellow flowers. I used a low f/stop and 
macro lens to create a riot of bokeh, with the intention of 
hiding the grid of the greenhouse ceiling in the background. 
The result is a chaotic photo which celebrates the irregular 
shapes and muted tones of organic growth. 
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Seeking out organic shapes doesn’t have to mean 
abandoning straight lines or human-made objects. 
Sometimes including a few lines in a photo which is 
dominated by curves and negative space can help to 
create contrast. 

In this example, the straight lines radiate from the curve, 
creating paths of gradient tones which carry the viewer 
through the image. As our eyes follow the lines, we are 
pulled away from them to explore the growing, changing, 
and repeating curves of the ironwork which connects the 
lines. Behind everything, the negative space of black night 
sky contrasts with the faintly visible texture of the metal.  

In the second photo, the only straight lines to be found are 
the hard edges of shadows separating arms and hands. 
The picture has been rendered in black and white with 
strong, almost harsh contrast, causing the texture of each 
hand’s skin to stand out. The result is an image which 
carries the weight of all the years depicted in it, despite the 
imperfections which emerge while composing such a 
complex scene.  

The goal of this picture is to celebrate that imperfection. Its 
purpose is not aesthetic perfection, but to capture a 
moment when four generations of women gathered in the 
final hours before the eldest of them passes on from this 
life. Just as life is imperfect and often difficult, the photo is 
challenging and can be hard to appreciate. 
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As you attempt to escape the strictures of 
straight lines and find the hidden beauty in 
organic chaos, try to: 

1. Place your subjects near the Rule of Thirds 
guidelines and intersections, but don’t be 
afraid to blur those lines a little.  

2. Look for contrast between human-made 
lines and the curves of natural growth or 
decomposition. 

3. Seek out subjects which are normally 
hidden from view due to size or location.   

4. Capture the ghostly motion of sparks, 
dancers, or lights using long exposures.  

5. Use low f-stops, unusual focus points, or 
lenses which distort the subject to hide 
straight lines and help your viewer 
appreciate the scene as you see it.

Challenges
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Photographers have been taking self portraits for nearly 
two hundred years. Yes. You read that correctly. Many of 
the first portrait photos were of the photographers 
themselves as they experimented with lenses and film 
development techniques.  

Today, the selfie may be the single most common kind 
of photo. Most phones come with a dedicated selfie 
camera and every app store includes dozens of tools for 
capturing, editing, and sharing selfies.  

Self portraits are fun to take and can provide us with 
valuable insights into live changes, aging, and personal 
development. 

Let’s Take a Selfie!
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Take some lessons from the very first selfie. This 
photo was taken in 1839 by Robert Cornelius, an 
amateur chemist and photographer from 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. At the time, photos 
took over a minute to capture, so Cornelius was 
able to take this photo by opening the shutter on 
his camera, running around to the front, and 
posing for a minute. 

• Fun hair… or he’s too cool to care.  

• Eyes looking directly into lens. 

• Face turned slightly to the side. It isn’t exactly a 
3/4 profile, but it’s close.  

• Eyes and nose are near the intersection of the 
upper and rightmost Rule of Thirds lines.  

• Head turned slightly upward to stretch the neck. 

• Elf ears?  

• Stylish clothing, including a high collared jacket.  

• Vignette effect added naturally by early camera 
and lens designs.  

• Focused on his face. Body and background are 
slightly blurred.
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Have a sense of humor.

Look directly at the 
camera. Oh, and don’t 

hold the camera too low.  

Use contrasting colors and 
leading lines in your 

clothing or the 
environment.Create an eye line across 

your shoulder or towards 
something in the 

background.

Tell a story. 
Tell your family to not steal 

your ice cream.

Raise an arm or bend a 
knee to create a triangle. 

This will help guide 
viewers to you and 

contrast well with the 
curves of your face. 

Lifting your camera is 
usually a good idea, but 

don’t go too far.

Be wary of distracting 
backgrounds.

Show some emotion!

Use a strong depth of 
field.  If there is going to 

be a line, keep it away 
from eyes and necks.
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As you practice taking fun selfies, do your 
best to follow these guidelines:  

1. Show your personality! Don’t worry if you 
feel shy or awkward. Lean into it and be 
yourself. This is about documenting who 
you are at this moment in history.  

2. Strong depth of field and clean 
backgrounds are important.  

3. Look directly into the camera or have an 
obvious eye line to something off camera. 
Be careful about looking at your phone 
screen instead of your camera lens. 

4. Tell a story with your selfie. That story 
might be complex (I’m pretending to be a 
Jedi) or simple (I’m exhausted). 

5. Consider taking a selfie every day at the 
same time. A year or two from now, you’ll 
be glad to see how you have changed.

Challenges
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